
From Sounds to Letters 

Lesson 5: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: m (Ice Cream), ē/ee/ea (Block A),  
s (Flat Tire), t (Ticking Clock),  

h (Out of Breath), w (Lariat), f (Angry Cat),  
th, th (Angry Goose), l (Mixer) 

 

Word Lines 

LR  1. sea   sea_ 
       sea   seal  
 
LR  2. mē    mea_ 
       mē    meal 
 
LR  3. Lee   lea_   lea_ 
       Lee   lead   least 
 
WhW 4. thė   ȧ 
 

Word line sentences 

1. See thė seal. 
2. See thė leaf. 
3. Hē meets ȧ seal.  
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Lesson 6: The Blue Book – Long Vowels  

Skills: d (Door Knock), r (Angry Lion) ,  
z (Buzzing Bees) 

Word Lines 

LR  1. rea_    rea_     rea_ 
       real    read     rear 
 

LR  2. hē      hea_     he_e 
       hē      hear     here 
 

WhW 3. free    three    tree 
 

WhW 4. ȧ       thė 
 

Word Line Sentences 

1. Hear mē read. 
2. Wē hear Lee read. 
3. See Lee feed thė seal.  
 

Word Lines 

WhW  1. sees   freeze  these 

WhW  2. lead   leads   heel    heels 

WhW  3. Feeds  feels   fears 

Word Line Sentences  

1. Hē reads. 
2. Hē hears. 
3. Wē freeze thė meat. 
4. Hē sees three trees 
5. Here’s thė seal.  
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Lesson 7: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: ī, _ȳ, _īe (Block I) 

 

Word Lines 

WhW 1. Ī       mē      mȳ 

WhW 2. free    frȳ 

WhW 3. flea    frȳ 

WHW 4. tīe     līe     dīe 

 

WhW 5. wē      wē’ll 

WhW 6. Ī       Ī’ll    wild    slȳ 

WhW 7. flȳ     flīes 

WhW 8. frȳ     frīes 

Word Line Sentences 

1. See mȳ feet. 
2. Here’s mȳ tīe. 
3. Ī’ll eat thė meal.  
4. Hī, Ī’m Lee. 
5. Wē’ll see Lee flȳ. 
6. Hē’ll freeze thė meat 
7. Ī see ȧ wīld deer.  
8. Ī’ll drȳ mȳ ears.  
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Lesson 8: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skill: i_e (i blank e) 

 

Word Lines 

LR 1.  wi_e     wi_e     wi_e 
       wife     wise     wide 
 
LR 2.  si_e     si_e 
       size     side 
 
WhW 3. smile    smiles   smiled 
WhW 4. trȳ      trīes    trīed 
 

WhW 5. sea      weed     seaweed  

 

Word Line Sentences  

1. Wē ride. 
2. Hē rides. 
3. Hē hides thė seat. 
4. Hide these seeds. 
5. Hē rides three miles. 
6, Lee sees seeweed. 
7. Ī feel thė heat. 
8. Wē trīed three rides.  
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Lesson 9: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skill: _igh (blank igh) 

 

Word Lines 

LR  1. mȳ     mi_e    migh_ 
       mȳ     mile    might 
 
LR  2. sigh   si_e    sigh_    si_e 
       sigh   size    sight    side 
 
Lr  3. ri_e   righ_   ri_e 
       rise   right   ride 
 
WhW 4. fight  light   flight 
 
WhW 5. frȳ    frīes   frīed   
WhW 6. tīe    tīes    tīed  
 
 
Word Line Sentences 
 
1. Hē lights thė fire. 
2. Wē flȳ high. 
3. Hē might see mē. 
4. Ī’ll feed these seals. 
5. Ī’m the right size. 
 
6. Wē dried thė deer’s ears. 
7. Hē tied a tight tīe.  
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Lesson 10: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skill: n (Motor Boat) 

 

Word Lines 

LR  1. nee_   nea_    nea_   Nea_ 
       need   neat    near   Neal    
 
LR  2. fi_e   figh_   fi_e   fi_ 
       fine   fight   fire   find 
 
LR  3. ni_e   nigh_ 
       nine   night 
 
WhW 4. mine   line    dine   dime 
WhW 5. team   steam   street stream  
       
 

Word Line Sentences 

1. Wē need ȧ light. 
2. Fīnd mē ȧ leaf. 
3. Ī sneezed. 
4. Wē’ll ear near thė sea. 
5. Wē’ll need three seats. 
6. Dean dines nine times ȧ night. 
7. Here’s mȳ street.  
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Lesson 11: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skill: v (Airplane) 

 
Word Lines 
 
WhW 1  five    hive      I’ve 
    2. Eve     leave     we’ve 
 
WhW 3. ȧ       live      ȧlive 
  
 
WhW 4. wife    wives     life     lives 
 
WhW 5. leaf    leaves 
 
WhW 6. ēvėn    Stēvėn 
 
WhW 7. sevėn 
       
 
Word Line Sentences 

1. Leave thė meat near thė fire. 
2. Wē five feel fine 
3. I’ve seen Eve. 
4. These seats seem drȳ. 
5. Ī’ll find five leaves. 
6. Steve trīed ȧ high dive. 
7. Ī’m seven.  
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Lesson 12: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skill: sh (Be Quiet!) 

 
Word Lines 
 
LR  1. shē    shē_     shē_   shee_ 
       shē    shē’ll   shē’s  sheet 
 
WhW 2. fine   shine    nine   fine 
 
 
LR  3. hē     hē_      hē_    hee_ 
       hē     hē’ll    hē’s   heel  
 
  
WhW 4. wē     wē’ll    we’re  we’ve 
 
WhW 5. līe    lies     drȳ    drīes   drīed 
 
 
Word Line Sentences   
 
1. Shē’ll find mē ȧ seat. 
2. Shē’s near thė fire. 
3. Hē’s near thė sea. 
4. He’ll meet mȳ wife. 
5. We’ve seen Neal. 
6. Wē’ll need five sheets. 
7. We’re fine.  
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Lesson 13: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skill: /ā/ spelled as _ay (Block A) 

 
Word Lines 
 
WhW 1. ray      Ray        may       May 
WhW 2. fīnd     mīnd       line      dined 
WhW 3. sea      weed       seaweed 
 
WhW 4. ȧ        way        ȧway 
  
WhW 5. Weasėl   frightėn   frightėned 
 
WhW 6. fire     light      firelight 
WhW 7. eight    Mȯnday     Frīday    

 

Word Line Sentences  

1. Hē’s frightened.  
2. Shē smiles. 
4. Rahya finds ȧ weasel. 
4. May Ī ride ȧway? 
5. Thė firelight shines. 
6. Wē need daylight. 
7. Shē wȯn eight free rides.  
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Lesson 14: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: /ā/ spelled a_e and ai_ 

 
Word Lines 
 
LR  1. sa_e   sai_   sa_e   sa_e 
       save   sail   same   safe 

WhW 2. lame   flame  aim    shame 
 
LR  3. way    wa_e   wai_   wa_e 
       way    wave   wait   wade 
LR  4. lay    lai_   la_e   la_e 
       lay    laid   late   lane 
    5. says   and 

 

WhW 6. wade, wādėd   wait, waitėd 

 

Word Line Sentences 
 

1. Dave sneezės. 
2. Shē smiled and waved. 
3. May wē wait here? 
4. Shē says shē’s fine. 
5. Wē’ll read five lines. 
6. Frightėned thė weasėl ȧway. 
7. Shē and Nate dined late. 
8. I’ve saved nine dimes.  
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Lesson 15: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skill: b (Beating Heart) 

 
Word Lines 
 
LR  1. bē       bee        bea_      bea_ 
       bē       bee        beat      beard 
WhW 2. bē       beside     besides 
 
WhW 3. behīnd   beneath    between 
 
WhW 4. āble     tāble  
WhW 5. near     bȳ         nearbȳ 
 
Word Line Sentences 
 
1. Ī’ll bē nearbȳ. 
2. Wait beside thė table. 
3. Wē’ll drȳ the sails bȳ thė fire 
4. Hē’ll wait behind thė line. 
5. I’ve seen three līȯns. 
6. May shē taste thė beets?  
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Lesson 16: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: /ō/ spelled _ōw, _oe 

Word Lines 
 
WhW 1. ōld    sōld     hōld     bōld 
WhW 2. bōth   mōst     dōn’t    wōn’t 
WhW 3. lōw    slōw     flōw     blōw 
WhW 4. shōw   rōw      sōw      belōw 
 
WhW 5. toe    hoe      doe      dȯes 
WhW 6. fōur   fōurth   frȯm 
WhW 7. day    dream    daydream 
 
Word Lines 
 
1. Dōn’t hoe mȳ rōw. 
2. Hē wōn’t fold thė sheets. 
3. Shōw mē thė way. 
4. See thė ōld train. 
5. ī’ll bē brave and bōld. 
6. Hōld these snails.   
 
7. Dȯes shē see thė fōurth doe? 
8. Rōsȧ rowed frȯm thė sea. 
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Lesson 17: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills:/ō/ spelled as o_e, oa_ 

Word Lines 
 

LR  1. bo_e    boa_    bōw_    boa_ 
       bone    boat    bōwl    board 
LR  2. roa_    ro_e    roa_    ro_e 
       road    rose    roast   robe 
LR  3. ho_e    ho_e    ho_e    hoe_ 
       hole    home    hose    hoes 
WhW 4. ȧ       ȧway    ȧlone   before 
 
WhW 5. stay    they     wȯn     one  
 
WhW 6. toad    load     mole    those 
WhW 7. sȯme  
 

Word Line Sentences 

1. Leave mē ȧlone! 
2. They drove ȧway. 
3. Thrōw mē ȧ rose.  
4. May Ī hold thė hose?  
5. Thė boat floated ȧway. 
6. Davė hides beneath thė table. 
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Lesson 18: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: g (Croaking Frogs) 

Word Lines 
 
LR  1. gō     goa_    goe_   goa_ 
       gō     goat    goes   goal  
LR  2. ga_e   ga_e    Gai_   ga_e 
       gave   gate    Gail   game 
WhW 3. ōld    hōld    gōld   gōldėn  
 
WhW 4. eagle  beagle 
 
WhW 5. glide  glided  glōw   glōwed 
 
WhW 6. stray  stream  street  
 
Word Line Sentences 
 
1. Hē sold sȯme goats. 
2. Thė eagle flies high and glides lōw. 
3. Stay bȳ thė road. 
4. Gail gave thė beagle ȧ fine bone. 
5. Here’s Gabe’s golden eagle 
6. Wē drove eight miles. 
 
7. May wē see Ōlgȧ’s bright green night 
   light?  
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Lesson 19: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: /y/ spelled y_ (Baby Birds) 
/o͞o/ spelled oo (Ghost) 

 
Word Lines 
 
LR  1. too    foo_ 
       food   foot 
WhW 2. soon   moon    noon    room 
WhW 3. loose  goose   moose   tooth 
WhW 4. zoo    too     to      do 
WhW 5. tȯ     tȯday   tȯnight 
    6. you    you’ll  you’re  you’ve 
    7. your   yes  

 

Word Line Sentences  

 

1. Gō to your room! 
2. Shē tooted me tȯday. 
3. You’ll gō home soon. 
4. Feel mȳ loose tooth. 
5. Hē gave mē a rose to hōld.  
6. May wē gō to thė zoo?  

7. Do you see ȧ moose too? Yes, Ī do. 
8. These geese seem green and those geese seem gray.  
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Lesson 20: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: /ū/ spelled u_e (Block U) 
New spellings ṳ̄ and u_e for /o͞o/ sound 

 
Word Lines 
 
LR  1. Rṳ̄_     ru_e    ru_e     roo_ 
       Rṳ̄th    rule    rude     room  
 

VF  2. u_e     u_e 
       use     fuse 
 

WhW 3. āble    tāble   beagle   būgle 
WhW 4. sō      sōw     hoe      toe 
 
LR  5. too     tu_e    tu_e     too_ 
       too     tune    tube     tool 
    6. move    Sunday  
 

Word Line Sentences  

1. Hē’ll blow thė būgle. 
2. Shē froze thė food. 
3. Wē’ll use thė tāble. 
4. Ī see ȧ wild lion too. 
5. These mules gō slōw. 
6. Dȯes thė moon shine tȯnight. 
 
7. You’ve nō reasȯn to fear mȳ goose. 
8. Rṳ̄th used ȧ tool to move thė stone.  
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Lesson 21: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: /ū/ spelled _ew 

 

Word Lines 

WhW 1. few     new       news    dew  
 
WhW 2. grew    threw     drew 
 
WhW 3. stew    flew      blew    blue 
 
WhW 4. true    glue      Sue     due 
 
WhW 5. green   greens    ȯf 
 
WhW 6. deer    dear      hear    here 
 
WhW 7. two     Tuesday  
 

Word Line Sentences  

1. Dave stewed thė meat. 
2. Lōlȧ used mȳ hose to weed thė rōw of 
   beets. 
3. Thė geese few lōw. 
4. Hē gave Lee a few rōsės. 
5. Thrōw thė ōld glue ȧway. 
6. Tuesday Sue drew two deer. 
 
7. Sȯmeone threw ȧway mȳ new blue tīe.  
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Lesson 22: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: /ē/ spelled y, _ï_ 
Signal e, i, y 

 

Word Lines 

WhW 1. rain,    rainy       greed,  greedy 
 

WhW 2. shade,   shady,     shīne,   shīny 
 

WhW 3. bāby,    babïes     lādy,    lādïes 
 

WhW 4. dṳ̄ty,    dṳ̄tïes     rṳ̄bïes 
 

WhW 5. safe     safely     brave,   bravely 
 
WhW 6. ōr       fōr        store    story 
 
WhW 7. fairy,   fairïes    nāvy,    nāvïes. 
 

WhW 8. thïef    fïeld      bėlïeve  blōwn 
 
Word Line Sentences 
 
1. Wē’ll wait fōr thė lādïes.  
2. See thė shīny green leaves.  
3. Dōn’t bē greedy. 
4. Hē’ll drive safely. 
5. Shē hōlds thė tīny bāby.  
6. Ī see three bābïes.  
 
7. They dōn’t belïeve your stōry.  
8. Thė thïef stole sȯme beets frȯm mȳ fïeld.  
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Lesson 23: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: /r/ spelled as er, ir, ur 

 

Word Lines 

WhW 1. lōw,  lōwer   high,    higher 
 
WhW 2. flȳ,  flïer   ōwn,     ōwner 
 
LR  3. her   hur_    hur_     her_ 
       her   hurt    hurry    herd 
 
WhW 4. sir   serve   fir      first 
WhW 5. girl  shirt   thirty   thirsty 
 
WhW 6. her   were    weren’t  word 
WhW 7. wȧs   wȧsn’t  mȯther   rėturn 
 
WhW 8. lāzy  lazïer  easy     easïer 

WhW 9. three third   Thursday Saturday   

Word Line Sentences 

1. Ī’ll see you lāter. 
2. Wē’re late. Hurry! 
3. Wē’ll see thė tigers first 
4. Ī’ll serve thė meal. 
5. Thė bird flew higher. 
6. Here’s mȳ new shirt. 
 
7. Wȧsn’t her mȯther thė third flier?  
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Lesson 24: The Blue Book – Long Vowels 

Skills: p (Dripping Water) 

 

Word Lines  

LR  1. pay        pai_    pai_    pā_  
       pay        paid    paint   pāper  

WhW 2. deep      sheep   leap    sleep  
 
LR  3. play      pla_e   pla_e   plai_ 
       play      plane   plate   plain 

    4. ȧgain     ȧgainst 
 
WhW 5. spīder    ȧsleep  speedy 

WhW 6. pōny      pōnïes  persȯn  pēople  

WhW 7. soṳ̄p      six     ten   
     
    8. Wednesday  

Word Line Sentences 

1. Shē wȧs sleepy. 
2. May Ī flȳ your plane tȯday? 
3. Do you see thė spīder? 
4. Ōpėn our surprise. 
5. Wē’ll paint thė pole blue. 
6. Pēter ate thė pīe.  
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Appendix 

Notes from the Teacher’s Guide  
on the Use of the Left-to-Right Blending (LR),  

Whole-Word Writing (WhW) & Vowel-First word building (VF) 
& Word Line Sentences 

 

Word Lines (Teacher’s guide. Lesson 5, pages 63 – 66) 

Word Lines 

Learning the sounds and their spellings is, of course only the first step in learning to read and 
write. The second step is learning to blend the sounds into words. 
   Through the see-hear-say-write sequence, you have begun (and will continue) to introduce the 
sounds and their spellings by presenting the wall sound cards. You are then using the sequence to 
sound and blend at the board sample words that use each new sound or spelling, and you’ve 
extended the activity to present the children’s first sentences. These initial sounding and blending 
exercises therefore reinforce new sound-symbol association and help integrate them with those 
previously introduced.  
     Blending is continued in each lesson, starting with Lesson 5, by the use of systematically 
arranged words lines that you build at the board or overhead. It is at this point that the basic work 
in blending is done. Word lines are an extension of the techniques used to introduce new sounds 
and spellings and to sound and blend sample words. Besides giving the children more blending 
practice and further strengthening the integration of sounds and spellings, the word lines present 
all the words used in the stories in the Blue and gold books. Through word lines, then, the 
children learn the blending process and are able work out for themselves the words in their 
reader-workbooks and in the vocabulary-controlled supplementary storybooks. In this way, 
blending exercises are functional and reading is truly an independent process, from the early 
Foundation lessons on. [More of this will be added later. Don} 

Word Line Routines 

There are three word line routines, each routine having a specific purpose. All three routines are 
designed to teach the children hot to blend words – to put sounds together in proper sequence – 
for both reading and writing. 

Left-to-right word building (LR). The first one or two lines in each lesson are usually of this type. 
Left-to-right word-building lines are printed on the phonics cards in two stages: first as partial 
words, then as whole words. For example: 

1. sea_  sea_    see_ 
   seat  seal    seed 
 
2. my    mi_e    migh_ 
   my    mile    might 
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    Left-to-right word building teaches the children to recognize patterns, gives them confidence 
in their ability to attack words, and provides an easy warm-up for the more difficult routine of 
whole-word building which always follows. [I will add more here later. Don] 

Whole-word building (WhW) Most of the word lines in each lesson are of this type. The whole-
word routine helps the children to hear words and minimizes their reliance on patterns. It also 
helps to show contrasts in word structure, as in bit and bite. It is the best way to present 
compound and multisyllabic words.  
     The only thing really different about whole-word lines (as compared to left-to-right word-
building lines) is that there is no development of a building pattern such as 

   ni_e    di_e   li_e 

Rather, each word is put together completely as it comes up in the line. If words are short (one 
syllable), use the procedure given in the following example. 

Teacher: (Writes m in white.) “Sound.” 
Children: “/m/.” 
Teacher: (Writes ē in color.) “Sound.”  
Children: “/ē/.” 
Teacher: (Makes the motion) “Blend.” 
Children: “me.” 

   Then conduct the usual sentence and extension activity.  
 
Note: The Headway Program does not provide for teaching consonant blends separately. If a 
child knows the consonant sounds and the blending procedure, special teaching of consonant 
blends is unnecessary. During sounding and blending exercises and word lines, the command 
“Blend” is given only after the vowel has been written on the board. [More to be add later. Don] 

Word Line Sentences 

Building sentences is the logical synthetic extension of word lines. It helps the children move 
from word fluency to sentence fluency, and the procedure varies greatly from early to later 
sentences as the children’s skills develop.  
     Word Line sentences are developed with the children’s participation. You should use the most 
advanced procedure for the time of year and children’s abilities. Early sentences will involve 
considerable word building; later ones may be we written out very rapidly with no word building 
at all.  [More to be added later; but this is adequate to illustrate the basic function of LR (Left-to-
right blending), WhW (Word blending) and Sentence Building. 
    
Notes on _y with the ē sound: The spelling for the sound at the end of baby has been introduced 
on the Open Court wall sound car for /ē/ in spite of the fact that it differs from the other /ē/ words 
by being unaccented and in spite of the fact that its pronunciation varies a good deal in different 
parts of the country. If the children do hot say or hear the /e/ sound at the end of baby when they 
say the word, do not try to change their pronunciation of the word or their perception of the 
sound Just explain that the spelling _y has been included on the /ē/ card because many peope say 
it that way but that you and they will just remember it as the way to spell the sound at the end of 
baby. (Teacher’s Guide, p. 143 for Lesson 22) 
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Vowel-first word building (VF). 

This technique – an alternative left-to-right and whole word building for children who need 
special help – is for use with very slow children and small-group preteaching sessions with 
children who have difficulty with the other two types of word lines. It is valuable because it 
helps these children focus on the vowels (the most important part of each word); it demands that 
they do only one thing at time (they are not required to say a sound and blend it with another as 
virtually one activity); and it provides patterns that are reliably regular. Here is the procedure: 

     Step 1. Write the vowel spelling, in color, the required number of times, across the board or 
overhead. The children write with you, saying the sound each time. 
     Step 2. Say, “Run the line.” Make a short blending motion under each spelling of the sound as 
the children also make the motion and say the sound for the spelling. 
     Step 3. Begin building words around the vowel’s spellings buy adding the common element of 
the line to teach spelling. 
To illustrate, let’s say the line looked like this at the end of step 2: 
 
      ea   ea    ea  

In step 3. Add s at the beginning of the first spelling, point to it, and say with the children “/s/.” 
Next. Point to the ee and say with the child the sound “/ē/.” Them make the blending motion and 
blend with the children “see,” adding a white blank to indicate that the word is still incomplete. 
Repeat this procedure for each partial word in the line until the like looks like this: 

  see_ sea_ sea_ 

     Step 4. Say, “Run the line” again. Make the blending motion under each partial word as the 
children accompany you and everyone blends.  
     Step 5. Say “Blend and hold.” As the children hold “see_, write the final m in the first partial 
word, point to it, and say “Sound.: Everyone then says “/m/.” 
     Step 6. Make the blending motion and have the children blend the complete word, “seem.”  
     Step 7. Ask a child to repeat the word and use it in a sentence. Then have him or her extend 
the sentences. 
Now repeat Steps 5, 6, and 7 for each word in the line, which may finally look like this: 
 
   seem seat seal  

Note that the phonics cards give left-to-right and whole-word lines, which you must adapt when 
you use the vowel-first routine with small groups. This is done simply. Just remember to write 
the vowel’s spellings first, once for each word line, and then to add the second sound – common 
to every word in the line – to each vowel spelling. Choose the word lines from the phonics cards, 
with the vowel-first procedure in mind, before you begin a small-group session – not every 
whole-word line is suitable. (From pages 64 & 65 in the Teacher’s Guide. This was a special-
education modification. Don Potter)  
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One-Dot Vowel Sounds. (Teacher’s Guide p. 106) 

Almost as important as knowing the usual sounds for letters and spellings is knowing when they 
do not represent their usual sounds. For instance, children who say ā tree or thē tree when they 
read are not reading well Similarly, children who give the /ā/ sound to the first syllable in always 
or to the last syllable in mountain are not reading well. In fact, they may not even recognize these 
words. In each of these four cases, it is a distortion of normal English to use the /ā/ or /ē/ sound 
for the unaccented element. In speaking English, we tend to pronounce clearly the vowel in the 
accented syllable, but we tend to say less clearly the rest of the word, using a neutral or 
inderminate vowel sound that is frequently much like the /ŭ/ of nut.  
     In the Headway Program you can help the children to expect this neutral vowel sound but 
putting a dot over the vowel or vowel spelling. At the same time, you can point out the syllable is 
said clearly b underlining it. Thus, you would write ȧway or mountȧin.  

Underlining the Accented Syllable 

If you automatically underline the accented syllable of all longer word as you put them on the 
board, you provide the children with an easy introduction to syllabication. The procedure helps 
them to break the word into syllables, at least partially, and makes it easier for them to tackle 
long words by blending one syllable at a time. As they see word after word with the accented 
syllable underlined they become aware of the principal of accent almost without effort 
   Since you are the one who does the underlining, there is no strain involved for the children in 
meeting syllabication so early. They do not meet it on a theoretical basis or through rules. In fact, 
they actually enjoy syllabication, because underlining makes it easier to pronounce and 
recognize words.  
     From the practical standpoint, the technique of underlining the accented syllables is handy 
because it can be done almost as an afterthought; that is, done after a word has been sounded and 
blended syllable by syllable but just before the whole word is given its normal pronunciation. 
Also, it does not distort the visual image of the word as much as leaving spaces between its parts, 
drawing lines through it, or adding accent marks would. (The recommendations on underlining 
syllables are very important. Don Potter) 
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